


Starnovation is a global trader and facilitator of scrap and recyclable ferrous and nonferrous metals. 
We are trusted partner to range of companies across the recycling industry from processors, smelt-
ers, to manufactues. We handle all major categories of metal scrap and recyclable non-ferrous 
metals Like :

ALIMINIUM COPPER LEAD ZINC BRASS

Starnovation has to enhance and grow its core metal recycling business while also developing an 
innovative recycling solution internationally. Our aim is providing reliable and high quality of services 
in every phase of client relationship.  Our proven experience and technical understanding are unpar-
alleled in the industry. We focus not only on developing and maintaining the products and services, 
but also on building long term relationship with the clients. Uniqueness of the basics which really sets 
us apart is that we work with you and pay constant attention to your requirements. Our services are 
the most promising you can find whether before or after sales.

Starnovation Employs state of the art technology and dedicated team of professionals with 
sound market knowledge. 

Very wide range of authenticated sources all across the globe. 

We work closely with our clients as an extended procurement team to plan and procure material 
as per their requirement and also optimize the cost of raw material by sourcing right material 
from the right place. 

The entire process including procurement of right material grade, quality check, shipping, docu-
mentation and delivery is monitored and executed very efficiently. 

We are able to establish long term relationships with our buyers and suppliers by following the 
ethical and professional business practices. 

We have wide range of customer’s right from those who are buying just few containers in a 
month to few thousand MT every month. Hence, we understand the requirement of all kinds of 
customer and provide them the optimum solutions as per the requirements. 

Our existing buyer prefers to work with us because they value our partnership approach. We work 
together with them to maximize the revenue from scrap and minimize inventory and capital cost. 

We know that the best results are achieved through close commercial and technical collabora-
tion, which is why we always take a long-term view, with the aim of understanding our custom-
ers’ needs, priorities and future plans. 



We listen and communicate directly and openly. We place 
great effort in our responsibilities to customers and suppliers 
alike. We are genuine in our views and genuine in our desire 
to meet expectations. 

We are true to ourselves and to our customers and suppliers. 
We take pride in our work and act with professionalism and 
integrity. 

We are passionate about providing the optimum trading 
environment and are focused on adding to the success of 
our customers and suppliers.

We challenge ourselves daily to trade at the highest levels 
and with the highest quality of support for our customers 
and suppliers. 



Aluminium is a non-ferrous and non-magnetic 100% recyclable metal. Physical properties of Alumini-
um scrap metal are not lost during the recycling process, and it can be recycled indefinitely with 
more than a third of all Aluminium produced globally originating from recycled scrap metal. All 
Aluminium scrap metal processed at Shredmet form is sorted and categorised prior to export into 
internationally recognised grades.

ZORBA BOTTLE CAP LITHO LOOSE LITHO BRIQUETTED

NUMBER PALATES SHINY SHEETS TAINT-TABOR-CUT & SHEARED TAINT-TABOR BRIQUTED

TALK LOOSE TALON BRIQUETTED TELIC BRIQUETTED TELIC LOOSE

TENSE TRUMP TREAD-MILL FINISH TREAD LOOSE

BILLET END CUTTING TREAD BRIQUETTED TREAD 6061-LOOSE 6063 HRB BALES -USA



TWITCH TROMA UBC-BRIQUETTED

RADIATOR FINS ZORBA TAINT TABOR - HRB BALES-USA

UTENSILS 95%, 97%, 98%, INGOTS DRUID CABLE COPPER SCRAP



Brass is a non-ferrous and non-magnetic metal. With its 
ability to be easily re melted back to its original state 
without losing any properties, around 90% of all Brass 
Alloys being produced globally are recycled brass scrap 
metal.

Copper is a non-ferrous and non-magnetic 100% recy-
clable metal. Physical properties of Copper scrap metal 
are not lost during the recycling process and it can be 
recycled indefinitely. It is estimated that approximately 
80% of the Copper ever mined is still in use today. It is the 
third most recycled metal after iron and aluminium.

BRASS HEAVY SCRAP

BRASS HONEY SCRAP

MIL BERRY COPPER SCRAP

BARLEY COPPER SCRAP

BRASS INGOTS

COPPER INGOTS



Lead is a soft, heavy metal. It has a grey colour and is 
most commonly utilised in construction, lead-acid bat-
teries, shot, counter-weights, ballast and as a constituent 
part of solders.

Zinc is a light, grey metal. It is the 24th most abundant 
metal in the Earth's crust. It is most commonly used in the 
construction industry and as a counter-balance in the 
automotive industry.

BATTERY SCRAP

LEAD JUMBO INGOTS

ZINC ASH

ZINC DIE CAST SCRAP

LEAD INGOTS

ZINC INGOTS



In Starnovation, we don't believe in shortcuts. There's a right way to do business and We're proud of 
our principled approach to do business. 
Our core values define how we interact with our customers and suppliers. These are a part of the way 
we operate and as they will attest, add genuine value to the services we provide. 

Our source and supply locations spread across the following regions globally. GCC - Qatar, Kuwait, 
Oman, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, U.A.E, Sharjah Middle Eastern Countries - Turkey, Egypt, Jordan, Russia, 
Central Asia, Malaysia, Australia, Singapore, Mauritius, Thailand West Africa, U.K., U.S.A., Europe & 
Canada 
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